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Re: CORRECTIONS (sent to Fox San Diego)
Shue Zindal
9:09@sdcou



The NY Daily News and New York Post needs to control their Rogue Pay-per writers.
Here's one example;
Michael Foster (Picture attach) Carolina Gildred his x-Lover and the wife of Tom Gildred.
Tom Gildred's claim of a net wealth of 150 Million a known San Diego Businessman, CEO and founder for multiple
corporations and member to multiple associated boards of organizations across the city of San Diego Ca.
A 2012 Ranho Sante Fe's Ernst and Young awardee at 56 years of age he is the youngest of the Gildreds of San Diego
a name which holds roots throughout the history of San Diego. (at least this is what's in the news and on the internet).
What is not on the internet is merely the truth of a troubled affair Tom Gildred and his wife Carolina Gildred have been
trying to cover up for the past 2 years and 6-months.
Michael Foster is the Dance Tango Instructor from New York City.
Rogue Journalist who are prone to adapt to Dramatic Scripting best describe as news feeds fit for the INQUIRER.
These are news PAY-PER writers and not Journalist who's interest is base on honest, true and unbiased reporting.
The Gildreds of San Diego's manipulation of News Media for Pay Per write ups did not start with Rex Brown or Julia K
Marsh of the New York Post and NY Daily News - The family for decades have appeared in multiple write ups
throughout San Diego and with only a little careful eye of observation it was not difficult to compiled a list of mostly one
sided stories most of which usually flamboyantly up play and over play the Gildreds on a whole.
The Gildreds in essence are a Spotless San Diego family name or at least so are the reports from most of what is
available to the public.
However Tom Gildred and Wife of Mexican Born Carolina Hernandez, Garcia (of a first marriage) Gildred and mother of
2 Teen DACA kids have taken a much more benign manner towards protecting his public status.
Tom and Carolina Gildred's claims of a man otherwise the tango dance instructor from New York have drummed up a
vast conspiracy that Tom's Wife Carolina Gildred and himself (the tango dance instructor) have had an ongoing affair
throughout a period which included up to 3 consecutive trips to New York City between February to June of 2016 by
Wife Carolina Gildred in which the last trip she even had a picnic in the park before flying back to San Diego.
She then concocted a scenario in which to convince Michael Foster the Dance Tango Instructor to continue with their
romantic rendezvous by coming up with either one or all of the following options:
Plans on becoming a Professional Dance Partner with Dance Instructor Michael Foster
Plans on investing into Michael Foster's Technique and Balance Dance Programs (A series of 7 dance programs
already established see reports Newsday, amNY and NYTimes).
Plans to create or convert one of her husband's room's into a virtual Dance Studio for remote dance instruction via
satellite.
The least of which plans have had anything to do with coming to San Diego to teach mss Carolina Gildred and a group
of her friends a theory which only fell into place at the final stage of her plans.
After the SCAM fell through on August ending 2016 and while Michael Foster the Tango Dance Partner, Lover,
Instructor, Friend and soon to be associate business partner was on his way back to NYC, on an executive flight, flying
first class c/o Carolina Gildred, Tom and the Gildred Family confronted her and thwarted Carolina's ideas of an interim
separation and eventual divorce of newly wed husband Tom Gildred.
What would you do as a wife with two DACA kids, a poor mother and brother on allowance in Cancun Mexico and no
where to turn or too go to? That was the easy part - Carolina reported following these series of confrontation that it got
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to as far as having her mother knocked over and hospitalized only from a normal walk in the streets of Cancun Mexico.
Could she be lying when she said this to then Lover Michael tango Foster when he was bedridden with worry for her
safety while in New York a day or two after their last steamy sexual encounters at the La Jolla Marriott Marque? Or was
this only the beginning of the new plans orchestrated by force or choice between herself and to ease the life
threatening confrontations from the Gildred Family.
I am mentioning the Gildred Family because Carolina have often described the hate she felt from both of Tom's sisters
and a state of nonacceptance from Tom Gildred;s Mother a statement to the extent - You're (refereeing to her as
daughter in-law) not fit for the Gildred's crop stock or future Gildred siblings.
In Carolina Gildred's own words her statements reads: "Michael he stripe me of all my credit cards and the only thing
that I have is the old amex card from NYC. She was essentially BROKE. At which time I remembers succinctly saying
to her - Carolina? Pick up the pieces and Come Home. (This was before her report of her mother being hospitalized
from an absurdly anonymous attack which was not a robbery).
Tom Gildred and his family THE GILDRED's of San DIego continued with their side of what they eventually drummed
up as statements in their New York Supreme Court Lawsuit Carolina (an Individual) Gildred vs Michael Foster etc.,in
which they've completely outdid themselves with lies, half truths and concocted false reports. In one statement the
lawsuit describes Michael Foster the x-lover as a Dangerous Case Of Erotomania - a mental disease known for
maniacs who lust at tv celebrities and even got Carolina's New York's husband Dr. Manuel Orlando Garcia to doctor a
letter statement worthy of taking it to the authorities in New York and California in reports the Gildred's stated that they
fear for their lives, that the lover threaten to teach her a lesson., etc., etc., etc.
More so in the very filing of the Lawsuit the framing of the documents forgot to include a physical address for the
defendant. Not even the NY Daily News or the New York Post editors or writers Julia K Marsh and Mr. Rex Brown
found this data in all eventuality somewhat meandering. Instead Both News Media run almost a full scripted page
announcing Michael Foster, very much confirming all of the Gildred's of San Diego allegation as truth.
The News painted the x-lover as a MAD MAN and significantly prep up a photo consistent what what he'd perhaps
need to look like if he'd actually had begotten insane. The news even added a caveat a perhaps small misprint by
suggesting the x-lover to be years older than Tom Gildred.
Noted: the Gildred's of San Diego are famed lovers of Drama, the arts and are embolden in a vast arrears of public
foundations for the arts and even dub himself as a philanthropists of many achieves in human and natural
philosophies. The Gildred's love for son Tom Gildred even assert he'd need to TRADEMARK his name. "When people
think of him - They think of him as a Service". The USPTO have denied Tom's application.
He is contesting their denial in an appeal latest 2017.
Michael Foster is no saint - for sure it not worth it for anyone to suffer this much only for suggesting he's willing to move
ahead but would not deny the facts of the love affair between himself and the wife of Tom Gildred.
This may have been the needle that broke the camel's back.
The New's Media and its Rogue reporters surely needs to take some blame - even if it is not a Pay Per Report which in
too many instances of the REPORT it's became clear that some underlying intent is more than obvious on each of
Daily News Julia K. Marsh and NY Post Rex Brown's infectious written reports.
Many attempts have been made to both News agencies in which I've requested to please remove the obvious errors,
state where the photo of Michael Foster was captured or remove it and issue a written apology for statements alluding
to age difference.
The pay pers have not given any response to this day.
I am appealing to other news agency to intervene by helping me to clear my name by linking my websites: The
websites TomGildred.info and CarolinaGildred.com and Emeraldtextiles.info Contrary to the Gildred's Lawsuit claims of
these websites created as blogs to defame the Gildred's of San Diego nothing else could be further from the Truth.,
The websites was a concoction of wife Carolina Gildred in her own supposed to have been deffense if her goals were
met in contest of leaving or divorcing Tom Gildred. What was not taken into considerations is the FACT of the
GILDRED's as a family attacking herself, her poor mexican family all the way in Mexico and the livelihood course of
two cherished DACA kids.
It all worked out - seemingly so far., or did it? Carolina may be living a happy Mss Gildred minus an x-lover and
Dancing the Tango, two DACA kids are not in the DARK anymore and Mother, brother, brothers wife and kids are also
happily living and working in NY/NJ. All one big happy family.
The only thing that's hanging a bit in limbo is an upcoming lawsuit in the New York Supreme Court on November the
21st.
And if ever the case were to transpire it won't be anytime soon or at loosely before sometime early 2019.
In the meantime the Tango x-Lover's life and gender continues to be ablated for that which the New York Post and
Daily News Have reported. #PLEASETAKEDOWN

Sincerely'
Michael Foster
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917-720=7192
Dance studio line: 646-820-4654
http://MichaelTango.com
public campaign to o teacher sued after bizarre harassment ... - NY Daily News
www.nydailynews.com/.../tango-teacher-sued-harassment-campaign-student-article-1....
Apr 18, 2017 -are the victims of a online harassment campaign carried out by Carolina's formertango instructor Michael
Foster(right photo), according to a ...
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 1/10/18

Dance teacher tried to blackmail me for money: suit - New York Post
https://nypost.com/2017/04/18/dance-teacher-tried-to-blackmail-me-for-money-suit/
Apr 18, 2017 -Carolina Hernandez Gildred says in herManhattanSupreme Court suit that she mettango teacher
Michael Fosterin New York in 2015 at ...
You've visited this page 2 times. Last visit: 1/10/18

Michael Tango Tango Foster - YouTube
On January 11, 2018 at 10:00 PM Shue Zindal <iservice@pvtmobile.com> wrote:
Date: January 9, 2018 at 1:28 AM
Subject: CORRECTION: https://www.gofundme.com/dwmdance-kids-specialty-needs-100
So what if your wife get screwed? Women and wifes cheat every day. Why spend money to truly Defame and
destroy a poor mans character. c/o Julia K Marsh NYPost Pay-Per News Write up!
recogni: you should at least first sat with the guy than to initialize the preEmptive lawsuit. i.e: Polygraph i.e. Lie
Detector for Sex? what next Tom Gildred. An Ego is worth more $$$ than in simple mano-a-mano? (i.e;in
CA.Law, the man is geared to sue you for $$$ in defamation. (it is only SEX Tom? Get over it - it happens to the
best of us).
Dear Madam, (Michael's Age was listed almost 10+years and the photo was tampered) I have sent many emails to
websites syndicating your news articles. Those that replied said they cannot edit or make corrections. Only the
original publisher agency can do so. (i have attached a screenshot of MichaelTango Facebook answers to social
media questions surrounding the article. Please rewrite this article.

u
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The Guy took a Polygraph Test for crying out loud please rewrite your article.

Tom Gildred must be suffering

from full Blown/Grown Affluenza:

---------- Original Message ---------From: Shue Zindal <iservice@pvtmobile.com>
To: news@dailynews.com
Date: January 3, 2018 at 1:28 AM
Subject: CORRECTION:
Dear Madam, (Michael's Age was listed almost 10+years and the photo was tampered) I have sent many emails
to websites syndicating your news articles. Those that replied said they cannot edit or make corrections. Only the
original publisher agency can do so. (i have attached a screenshot of MichaelTango Facebook answers to social
media questions surrounding the article. Please rewrite this article.
---------- Original Message ---------Dear daily news,
I was on the phone with you not too long ago - In a discussion I made reference to the attach document.
In an article of the Daily News Dated April, 19th 2017 Daily News Writer Mr. Brown and colleague Ms
Marsh reported on an article in which falsely stated Michael Foster's Age and (see attach) included a
photo gone viral of an obviously tampered-up image.
As an avid reader of the NYDaily News I honestly hope your editorial can assist with damage protection.
ReEdit the article, Review the article, Rewrite the article in a less flamboyantly played up way basically the
article was too one sided and lack consistency in simple fact finding.
i.e: knowing the Tom Gildred guy I have reason to believe his friends at Fox and brothers big media print
agency in Denver perhaps coax this flamboyant article.
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As a poor guy I've tried to work the negativity of this article over these months.
Please review the attach excerpts of my response to this fake news as of most recently:
But recently syndicated websites such as Wiki Delete have recently added this document building on it. I
mean?!? its Crazy.Here is a days old photo.

---------- Original Message ---------From: Ｒｅｐ／ＰＡＡＮＹＣ：An NYC Premier Ad-V Agency <iserv.com>
To: iserchaeltango.com
Date: January 3, 2018 at 12:32 AM
Subject: Fwd: Early Holiday ReQuest for Promotional Assistance

Just a few years days ago

Why not reWrite the article with this picture of Tom Gildred: His cell number is: 619-384-3901
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---------- Original Message ---------From: Ｒｅｐ／ＰＡＡＮＹＣ：An NYC Premier Ad-V Agency premieradagencynyc.com>
To: sbrown@nydailynews.com
Cc: succeed@lisathesou
Date: December 21, 2017 at 2:27 PM
Subject: Early Holiday ReQuest for Promotional Assistance

Dear Mr. Brown,
On April 19Th, 2017 your news paper publish a scalding article involving our client Michael Foster [Artist] Ref
photo article screenshot attach.
In it you describe him as age "53" and what appears to be a jaded photo of our client and in some syndicated
publications the story was replicated with further annihilations bearing at times our clients age to be even '63'.
Our client is in his early 40's. Though appreciated, the publicity of the article of on average is slightly overrated.
The flamboyancy of which you would assume is undeserving toward any of our clients who regularly face the
public as a benefit to our company and in the ways they'll make themselves brand-worthy.
Noticeable lack of fact finding is related throughout the articles readability as our client noted: your editorial
office hadn't extended the courtesy of contacting him. neither was any attempt made to us on behalf of our client.
Overtime the article's rhetoric was constantly republished. Each syndicated replicate of the published article have
become a cornerstone for our promotional efforts. [Ironically] Granted! Though defunct, unseamed, it may have
become a bit drained out.
I am not accusing your expertise in in any sphere of written or your recently published articles. I am just
expressing my honest opinion as I have managed many, many artist who have indeed a nature of sometimes
questionable past.
This client isn't one of them.
This article however is in my opinion expresses a childish read. I've heard from experts in the field of court
reporting that there could have been a better [humorous] pick for outrageous court reporting out of a number of
aproximately 200 cases filed that day.
But, thanks again for the promotions.
Would you be [do] so kindly as to see to it that the questionable edits be made? It sure would mean a favorable
best Christmas holiday season's present for us and to our client Michael Foster.
I have attach a photo of our client and also the photo we've sort to have your editorial team correct.
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